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Introduction

his publication analyzes the successes of and lessons learned from the Civil College
Foundation’s 2016/2017 Community Organizing Program. Our goal is not to introduce the depths of our community organizing approach or the uniqueness and complexity of its methods, but rather to use our achievements to show that community involvement and advocacy can be successful even in the strongest of headwinds. In a period
of intensified anti-civil society communication and stigmatizing legislation, we implemented - with support from the Open Society Initiative for Europe (OSIFE) - community
organizing projects in 14 locations, including 11 cities, in the framework of our one-year
program (summer 2016 - summer 2017). The projects have involved thousands of Hungarian citizens in seeking solutions to local or thematic issues and problems through dozens
of campaigns. Each initiative has built on the ideas and work of a broader community of
those affected, seeking publicity and addressing decision-makers on a permanent basis.
This is the second time we have a chance to report on the successes of communities. Those
interested can read about our results from the previous year in a similarly titled publication.
Below is a selection of the accounts of community organizers who attempt to build
open, inclusive and cooperating communities to reduce social inequalities and injustices.
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Issues Won

WE HAVE DONE IT

37 new bus services stop at Ráczkert
in Mátészalka every weekday, which
means that public transportation options
have improved for thousands of people
Levente Lintényi
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MÁTÉSZALKALEAKS

Issues Won

Picture 1: Internet meme. Source: Mateszalkaleaks.blog.hu (Translation of the meme: ‘A pensioner ambles home to Ráczkert from the railway station. YES, we indeed need buses coming from
the direction of Debrecen/Nyírbátor and Nyíregyháza/Nyírbátor to stop in Mátészalka at several different stops!’)
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Ráczkert is a neighborhood in Mátészalka where thousands of people live. The communal
transport facilities in this part of town did not really fit the needs of Ráczkert residents, so
they decided to act for change .

Issues Won

We paid heed to the recommendations and asked those affected to write a letter to
the North Hungarian Transport Agency, as they were the ones who could resolve the
problem (they were the so-called target persons of our campaign). We jointly put together
the letter and listed our arguments for including new stops. We also pointed out that the
move would not cost any extra money, and it would make the lives of thousands of Ráczkert residents easier and more comfortable.
The North Hungarian Transport Agency forwarded our letter to the Northeastern
Hungary Transport Organizing Office, which negotiated the issue with the Ministry of
National Development. To go while the going is good, and to have decision-makers get
the sense that we are talking about real the needs of masses of people, we encouraged
our members and those affected to write letters. We asked them to write a few lines in
their own words to the head of the Northeastern Hungary Transport Organizing Office.
According to the feedback we have received, over a hundred letters have been sent to the
head of the office.
We also managed to draw the attention of the county media to the issue, with two
county daily newspapers (Kelet and Szabolcs Online) reporting on our struggle.
Our members prepared memes which we tried to spread as widely as possible, and kept
the issue hot through the Mátészalkelaks blog as well.
Based on recommendation by the Northeastern Hungary Transport Organizing Office,
in a letter dated 20 October 2016, the North Hungarian Transport Agency approved, in
agreement with the representative of the Ministry of National Development, that the
buses coming from the direction of Nyíregyháza/Nyírbátor and Debrecen/Nyírbátor stop
at the Kórház Street bus stop in the Ráczkert neighborhood of Mátészalka.
Furthermore, these services now stop at the Kórház Street bus stop not only on the
way from Nyíregyháza and Debrecen: from December 11, 2016, the residents of Ráczkert
do not have to walk to the bus station when they travel to Nyíregyháza and Debrecen
either, as those long-distance services now stop at Kórház Street as well.

T

he intercity bus services to Nyíregyháza via Nyírbátor and to Debrecen via Nyírbátor did not stop at the Kórház Street bus station in Ráczkert. For this reason, local
residents going to Nyíregyháza and Debrecen had to walk 1.2 kilometers to be able to get
on those buses at the Mátészalka bus station. Covering the distance on foot took about 14
minutes on average. The intercity bus services from Nyíregyháza via Nyírbátor and from
Debrecen via Nyírbátor did not stop at this bus station either, so again, travelers had to
walk 1.2 kilometers from the Mátészalka bus station to reach home.
The problem affected masses of people, from several age groups. Many members of the
younger generations go to the University of Nyíregyháza or the University of Debrecen,
while the older generations would have needed the intercity buses to stop at the Kórház
Street bus station in Ráczkert in order to be able to travel more smoothly to and from the
Nyíregyháza hospital or the Debrecen Clinic.

This is How We Organized
Mátészalka

In August and September 2016 we talked to over a hundred
people (during a process that we, community organizers, call
‘listening process’) in the Ráczkert neighborhood of Mátészalka. According to local residents, the most serious problem was that long-distance buses
coming from the direction of Nyíregyháza/Nyírbátor and Debrecen/Nyírbátor did not
stop in this neighborhood, which meant that young people and the elderly had to walk
over a kilometer to and from the bus station.
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Issues Won

are given an allowance, often for decades. Currently, approx. 12,000 family members,
especially mothers nurse their children at home - children who are unable to eat, get themselves clean or dressed, or move about, not even in their own homes. No kindergartens,
schools or day care facilities are in place for these children. In Hungary, only one third of
children with severe disabilities receive education, and even they are typically private
students, which means that a traveling teacher goes to see them in their homes for about
8-10 hours a week. Most of the existing institutions do not provide quality care, which is
why many parents have to nurse their children for a very low allowance. Currently, in
the ‘extra’ category this means a gross amount of 55,800 HUF, from which 10% is deducted
as health care contribution. With the increased family allowance, two people (nursing
parent and child) receive 73,520 HUF to sustain themselves.
Our goal is to have the extra nursing allowance reformed: the 24/7 work of parents and
relatives nursing their children - who up to now have received this amount as an allowance,
often for decades - should be recognized as a form of employment and be rewarded with at
least the minimum wage. What we have managed to achieve this year is that the extra nursing allowance will be raised by 5% next year, and pensioners who have cared for their children for over 20 years will receive an additional 50,000 HUF to supplement their pension.

WE HAVE DONE IT

The extra nursing allowance will increase
by five percent, and parents caring for
their children with disabilities will receive
an additional benefit of 50,000 HUF to
supplement their pension
Anett Csordás

MAKE A MOVE SO THEY CAN MAKE A MOVE

This is How We Organized
Magyarország

We decided to contact MPs - government representatives including
secretaries of state and minister János Lázár - who had been indicated as decision-makers in our case. With the help of a fellow parent
of ours who is a journalist, we created a sample letter for parents who made it personal and
included their own story. We sent out about 600 such letters to all members of parliament.
Many of them received as much as 5-10 letters, as grandparents and relatives also joined the
letter writing. We received a lot of answers, with several MPs calling some of the parents over
the phone. If no answer was given, the parents called up the MP for an answer. Thanks to
our lobbying activity, Deputy Secretary of State Mr. Csaba Latorcai received us in-person in
response to our letter to János Lázár. At the same time, we tried to look for allies. We consulted with the Hand in Hand Foundation, the National Federation of Disabled Persons’ Associations, and the Hungarian Civil Liberties Union. We have become a member of the Hungarian Anti-Poverty Network’s Dignified Living Working Group, where we work together with
other people living in poverty and the organizations supporting them. At the same time, we
have tried to publish strong articles in the media to draw attention to the issue. We regard this
year’s achievements as a partial success of our campaign that has been going on for several
years now. Nevertheless, we are carrying on with organizing for solutions that really appreciate those living on the nursing allowance.

Picture 2: Demonstration to raise the nursing allowance to the level of the minimum wage.
Source: MTI Photo.

I

n Hungary, families raising children with disabilities are in a very difficult situation. Among the reasons for this are the shortcomings of the care system: there is
no adequate financial or mental support, and families remain alone with their ‘problems’.
Parents of children with severe or multiple disabilities who care for their children at home
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benefits, in case they are unemployed.’ However, people in a public workfare employment
relationship are not listed. This regulation is in contravention with the government’s intention to promote the finding of employment, since in this way those who choose work (and
public workfare) instead of the Employment Replacement Support (ERS) have to commute
to work or take their children to kindergarten/home at a much higher price. The demand
for reducing the commuting costs of people on workfare has been voiced frequently, even
by some workfare employers. In order to resolve the above problem, during an in-person meeting we advised the Ministry of the Interior to amend Government Decree No.
85/2007. (IV.25.) so that, similarly to job seekers who are eligible for ERS, people on workfare would be entitled to discounted travel fares (e.g. in Budapest they could buy the 30%
post-retirement pass instead of the 10,000 HUF full price pass).
In our opinion, the fact that the Government has made some concessions (Government
Decree 1139/2017 (III/20)) and now people on workfare are also entitled for reimbursement of travel costs if they travel to the job center or a job interview can be regarded as a
success. Full success, however, would mean getting the general discount on travel fares.
Our long-term goal is the abolishment of public workfare and the creation of decent jobs.

WE HAVE DONE IT

People on workfare are to be reimbursed
for the travel costs of job search
Mónika Bálint

WORKFARE MOVEMENT FOR THE FUTURE

This is how we organized
Budapest

Starting in spring 2015, we have been negotiating about and
communicating to the media that, in our view, it would greatly
facilitate the employment of people on workfare if they received
the same travel discount job seekers are entitled to. In this regard, we first contacted
employers that employ a significant number of people on workfare in Budapest and that
may benefit from improving work efficiency due to the benefit (people on workfare would
get to work on time in the mornings, and having a pass would mean that they could be
moved about in a larger area during their working hours). The Budapest workfare employers we personally visited (Budapest Chance, FESZOFE, FŐKERT, KÖZPARK) unanimously
considered the discount a good idea and confirmed that the lack of a pass posed a great
difficulty for workfare employers as well. Among the people on workfare working for
Főkert - who are placed by Budapest Chance - we found someone who travels from the
border of Budapest to the 8th District every day. Another person travels without a pass
from the City Park to Szabadság Square during their daily working routine. In Budapest,
many people on workfare are fined because they can only get to work by public transport,
but they cannot purchase a pass from the 52,000 HUF they earn.
As a next step, we requested an appointment with Pál Réthy, head of the Department
of Workfare and Strategy Development at the Ministry of the Interior, who received our

Picture 3: Tickets or passes please. Source: Workfare Movement for the Future.

P

eople on workfare often have difficulties paying the travel costs of commuting to
work, since purchasing a full-price ticket or pass from the low salary they receive
is a disproportionately high burden. According to the government, the purpose of public
workfare is to reinstate the long-term unemployed into the primary labor market. For
people on workfare, a general discount on purchasing tickets and passes would help with
both going to work and finding employment. For employers, it would make organizing
work easier.
Government Decree No. 85/2007. (IV.25.) grants a travel discount to many different
groups (e.g. pupils, pensioners, asylum seekers, deaf people, war veterans, etc.). According
to Article 5 (b) of the Decree, a discount is also granted to ‘people of active age eligible for
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delegation. He understood our problem but thought that the Ministry of Economy was
in charge. Hence, we sent a letter to the Ministry of Economy and also reported on the
problem to the media in several rounds. We regularly consulted with labor experts, talked
about the problem at a number of vocational forums, and published blog posts. After a
long wait, in November 2016 the Ministry of Economy communicated, at first to the
media, that it has found subsidizing the travel costs related to job seeking to be a reasonable demand. The relevant legislation came into effect in 2017.
The campaign was boosted by the fact that from the spring of 2016 onwards the city
of Pécs has allowed its own people on workfare to purchase a discounted pass. It turned
out that the Public Safety Office of Budapest has also introduced a similar discount for its
own workfare workers, in the form of a 4,500 HUF pass. We are trying to have other cities
follow suit and introduce similar travel benefits for people on workfare.

Issues Won

WE HAVE DONE IT

The Ásotthalom ban on gay
propaganda has been annulled
Anna Kiss

SZEGED LGBT COMMUNITY GROUP

Picture 4: Protest against the Ásotthalom ban on propaganda. Source: szegedilmbt.hu.

I

n November 2016 the representative body of Ásotthalom, a village near Szeged with
a population of about 4,000, issued a decree that prohibited so-called ‘propaganda’
featuring same-sex marriage or families not based on marriage between different-sex
couples. Under propaganda activity the regulation specified performances, demonstrations, posters, leaflets and voice advertisements, meaning that all of these were prohibited
in the village in case they did not reflect the concept of marriage and family laid down by
Hungary’s Fundamental Law. (In addition, the decree restricted the practice of Islam as
well: it banned the Islamic call to prayer by the muezzin, as well as wearing certain pieces
of clothing that partly or fully cover the face).
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raising event was attended by about 35-40 people, who were holding banners and flags.
Among other things, the demonstrators chanted slogans such as ‘Liberty and love, these
two I must have,’ or, ‘It’s love that makes a family, not a decree’. A speech was given by a
university student of social work, and then demonstrators placed postcards with their
names at the entrance of the Mayor’s Office, where the following text could be read: ‘I, too,
think that giving ALL LGBTQI people in Hungary the chance to live a free, self-identical
and fearless life is a BASIC REQUIREMENT. “
The demonstration was reported on by most media sources in Hungary, and a few
months later Time Magazine also published a detailed report on the protest and its repercussions (on the members of our organization, among others). So what were those repercussions?
As some of the protesters held banners that violated the local legislation (for example,
‘Mum + mum + child = family’ and ‘Dad + dad + child = family’), to identify the unknown
perpetrators the notary of Ásotthalom interrogated one of the organizers of the demonstration as a witness. Citing her good relationship with them, the interrogated organizer refused to identify the ‘perpetrators’. However, some of the respondents voluntarily
turned themselves in at the notary’s office, so several people were prosecuted for breach
of the ban on ‘propaganda’. As a result of the procedure, the notary issued the protesters a
warning, several of whom then requested a judicial review of the decision. However, this
did not happen as on April 11, 2017, the Constitutional Court annulled the decree with
retroactive effect.
The annulment of the decree was something to be expected: the fact that the Csongrád County Government Office filed a legality appeal and then turned to the Kúria (the
Supreme Court), the request for annulment by the Commissioner for Fundamental Rights,
and the judicial review requested by the demonstrators all foreshadowed the decision. The
demonstration organized by our group primarily had an awareness raising and communication purpose in this process: thanks to the media coverage, it voiced the dissatisfaction
of those who did not agree with the regulation and, more importantly, made infringement
on the fundamental rights of minority groups become part of public discourse.
An important element of the organizing process was celebrating our common success
at an LGBTQI-friendly night club in Szeged.

Despite the fact that it cited Hungary’s Fundamental Law, the ban violated it in several
instances by infringing on the freedom of assembly, the freedom of expression and the
freedom of conscience. At the same time, it discriminated based on sexual orientation.
László Toroczkai, the mayor of Ásotthalom and vice-president of Jobbik, proposed
the legislation after Jobbik had already tried to punish, following the Russian model,
the ‘promotion’ of same-sex relationships. (The draft bill submitted to Parliament in
2012 would have sanctioned ‘promoting’ same-sex relationships in public with a prison
sentence of up to five years, but the Parliament voted against it. The party later tried to
have several local governments adopt similar provisions but they all failed.) The Ásotthalom ban was finally annulled by the Constitutional Court.

This is How We Organized
Since the Ásotthalom ban provoked widespread outrage among
our members and followers, as the only LGBTQI (lesbian, gay,
Ásotthalom
bisexual, transgender, queer and intersexual) organization near
Ásotthalom we felt it to be extremely important to expressly stand behind LGBTQI people
in Ásotthalom. As a first step we issued a joint press release with the Hungarian LGBT
Alliance. Then, as we wanted to plan further steps exclusively with the knowledge and
agreement of the Ásotthalom people affected, we attempted to get in contact with those of
the latter who disagreed with the regulation. A total of four people responded to our call
on Facebook. One of them, however, had moved from Ásotthalom a long time ago, while
another person opposed any kind of protest action. So we basically ended up discussing
possible steps with two people, a lesbian girl and a gay boy. Finally, we reached a consensus by deciding for an awareness-raising protest to be organized in Ásotthalom. A few
days later, Budapest Pride and the Hungarian LGBT Alliance joined in too, and thanks to
a joint effort by the two Budapest organizations, a free bus was organized to take demonstrators from Budapest.
As a symbolic move, we organized the demonstration on the International Human
Rights Day, with our main demand being, ‘Abolish the Ásotthalom Ban!’ The awareness
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- but that turned out to be a tactical move later on. In the background, the machine was working
and the local elected body approved new building regulations. The new regulations made building transmission towers on some municipal real estate property possible, which meant that they
would not have to talk to local residents about the specific location and ask for their opinion.
The residents themselves did not suspect that the transmission tower would make a return, so
no one complained when the local newspaper published a call for partnership in relation with
modifying the building regulations. The construction of the transmission tower was thus given
green light, the local government signed a contract with the telecommunications company, and
construction started 60 meters away from the location previously objected to by local residents.
The move triggered panic and widespread outrage. The residents learned from a construction
worker doing preliminary work at the location that an agreement had been made behind their
backs that ignored their interests expressed earlier and their rights to a healthy and secure living
environment. At a first glance, resistance seemed extremely unlikely to be successful. The local
government fended it all off by saying that it was no longer possible for it to cancel the contract
because of the severance pay. The telecommunications company cited having to observe threshold limits and safety measurements, crying unnecessary ‘scaremongering’ and hiding behind
expert consultations. The chances were further dimmed by the fact that there were only two
months left from the lease period of the previous venue and there was no prospect for further
extensions. The recipe that involves making people accept things as a fate accompli, and ousting and intimidating those affected, seemed to work once again. But the tide turned when two
strong community leaders took the lead in desperate attempts to protest. A lengthy working
process started, and despite all the difficulties they managed to carry through and did not retreat
when the fight seemed hopeless. After lengthy negotiations, correspondence, actions and forum
organizing, with the guidance of the community organizer they managed to win, thanks to
their perseverance and dedication. They managed to build a strong community and tactically
transform political power relations so that they would be acknowledged as an inevitable factor
during the interim elections. As soon as they were confronted with some stronger resistance, the
seemingly unrelenting local authorities had to make concessions: first, the telecommunications
company suspended the construction, and then finally the city terminated the contract.

WE HAVE DONE IT

No transmission tower will be built in
Szentendre’s Zúzmara Street
residential area
Balázs Horváth-Kertész

ZÚZMARA STREET COMMUNITY GROUP

Picture 5: Expressing our opinion on the spot. Source: facebook

Civil Kotta (Civil Society Sheet Music), which has provided a platform and publicity for several independent civil society organizations in Szentendre, appeared as an ally of the Zúzmara
Street Community Group during the campaign for the interim local governmental elections.
At the same time, community organizer Balázs Horváth-Kertész assisted the Zúzmara Street
community in planning the upcoming steps at several important stages of the process.

This is How We Organized

Szentendre

One affected homeowner invited the media and held an
impromptu press conference. Then, two strong community leaders took leadership of the initiative. They addressed decision-makers in an open letter,
informed the locals and started collecting signatures. Going from door to door, they
gathered sympathizers. The next step was announcing the demonstration and holding a
preliminary strategic meeting. After inviting people in person, over 20 indignant neighbors turned up - that was when they began to organize themselves into a cooperating

T

he outrage of Zúzmara Street residents was due to the construction of the Szentendre 1 Telecommunication Workstation, an over 25 meters high GSM and Tetra transmission tower, in
their garden city area, or more precisely, in the garden of the local home for the elderly. As soon
as April 2015, residents made it clear (by submitting a petition and holding a residential forum)
that they rejected any such project in their residential area. Following widespread protest by residents, the municipal government announced that no transmission tower was going to be built
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community. We mapped out who is good at what, and how and using what strategies they
could address more people. The members of the group took on tasks from making banners
through creating slogans to writing petitions. They decided to stand before the public and
do so as the Zúzmara Street Community Group. They created a logo, a Facebook group and
agreed on their demands.
The first demonstration (a march) was attended by over thirty people, including those
who later became the engines of the community. The city administration did not accept
the proposal for withdrawing the contract. They only ordered an expert consultation,
without any effect. The group turned to the public, with over 8,000 local residents watching the video introducing the issue. The other direction was seeking legal redress, to
which end a joinder was established with a fixed membership fee. Regular weekly meetings were organized to strengthen community cohesion, and residents were mobilized
through a large-scale neighborhood celebration. The first breakthrough was achieved by
way of a letter campaign. More than fifteen people wrote to the government agency to
object to the way the public opinion-forming process had been conducted. In the official
procedure each letter counts as an independent matter, which gives further emphasis to
the protest. The telecommunications company started to have doubts, and indicated in a
letter that they would not start the construction of the tower until the official review was
completed. However, preliminary soil tests were carried out.
Meanwhile, the community leaders began negotiating with the institution that owned the
former location of the transmission tower and were promised that the expiring deadline would
be extended. However, this did not mean a complete solution, as construction could have been
started at any time. For this reason, we created a ‘human chain’ working group, demonstrating that, if necessary, the neighborhood’s pensioners were sufficiently determined to block
construction directly. During the regular practices, the City Park Defenders and the former
leader of the Tubes resistance group held trainings, which the local TV station reported on. Our
chances were further boosted when it turned out that one of the residents knew somebody
from the top management of the telecommunications company. With the person’s mediation,
we sent a briefing folder to the company executives, with pictures about our community’s life
and the location marked out in the garden of the home for the elderly. No direct feedback was
received, but construction did not begin. Meanwhile, the deadline slowly expired. Then, an
unexpected turn of events ensued: the local elected member died in December, so an interim
election was held in the district. The residential group did everything to maximize its political
capital. We organized a forum for each candidate, and several groups campaigned to increase
voter turnout for the elections. In this taut situation, all of the candidates, including the candidate of the governing party who eventually won the election, pledged not to build a transmission tower in the district. Finally, in mid-May the mayor wrote a letter to the main organizers,
informing them that the antennas would remain in their original place, and that there was no
need for relocating them. The huge pile of documents accumulated was then filed, and residents began discussing whether there was any other issue that they could jointly represent.

Issues Won

WE HAVE DONE IT

A family with seven children
has been saved from eviction
Júlia Konkoly-Thege

THE CITY IS FOR ALL, PÉCS

Picture 6. The human chain. Source: The City is for All, Pécs

I

n 2016 our group achieved that during the planned demolition of a social housing
estate on Zsolnay Vilmos Street, the City of Pécs would provide replacement housing
for all the households concerned.
No further buildings have been demolished since. Only a few people have moved to
replacement housing, and the rest of the residents are still uncertain about moving. In
the meantime, deputy mayor János Girán, the person in charge of the Schlauch Program,
resigned. According to rumors, which were also aired in the press, his move was partly
to the urban regeneration program taking an unpleasant turn for the city administra-
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Zsolnay Vilmos Street, but following our decision we soon received the news that during
the previous day the local government had indicated over the phone that the eviction
would happen on the following morning.
Based on the information available to us, we found the implementation of the
execution of the measure to be unlawful, so we organized a human chain to protect
the family.
On the morning of the eviction, we met in the apartment where one of our members
gave a quick training about the human chain technique, the essence of civil disobedience,
and the possible consequences of violating of the law. Almost all our members, one of our
newly joining allies and two of our sympathizers were part of the human chain set up.
In order to draw attention to the eviction, we also invited representatives of the press.
The enforcement officer arriving on the spot tried in vain to ask the activists to leave and
called the police. Eventually, he left the scene with the representatives of the municipal
government. The action made the cover of the regional daily newspaper, and one of the
online news portals published a first-hand report.
We managed to prevent the eviction, and with the help of the Street Lawyer Association in Budapest we have successfully protected the family from eviction. One of the
factors that has played a key role in preventing the eviction is that the Pécs division
of The City is for All has performed a wide range of activities in the city in the area of
housing, and its parent organization, The City is for All, has been actively protecting the
interests of people threatened with eviction in Budapest for 8 years. The Housing Policy
Roundtable, the freedom of information requests on social housing, and our participation in the meetings of the municipal committee in charge have all contributed to the
fact that we are now regarded as well-known actors by decision-makers and interested
urban audiences alike.

tion. However, an eviction procedure was initiated against a family with seven children,
which we finally managed to prevent and could take further steps to properly accommodate the family in question.

This is How We Organized
As a continuation of our advocacy activities related to the Imre
Schlauch ‘Urban Regeneration’ Program launched in 2015, we
Pécs
pay regular visits to the residents concerned. In this way, we
are able to follow developments around the action plan approved at the city’s General
Assembly, where we were promised that the question of replacement housing for these
people would be settled in a dignified way.
On October 12, we were doing our routine patrol on Zsolnay Vilmos Street, to be
received by a family whose members were very excited. We learned that since they did
not want to accept the István-akna apartment offered to them as the single option, the
local government had initiated their eviction from the building set to be demolished.
István-akna is a suburban neighborhood of Pécs which is infamous for its bad public
security and for lagging behind in terms of infrastructure. It is a ‘residential area’ that
is set out for demolition in the city’s development and anti-segregation plans. Living in
Istvan-akna would have made life impossible for the mother of seven underage children
who works as a workfare worker in the city center and whose children go to three different schools.
The group quickly decided to prevent their eviction or them being given replacement
housing in the István-akna neighborhood. We organized a watch to be on the lookout on
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remaining natural bank of the river Danube in Budapest. In response, Valyo (City and
River Association) created the Facebook group Let the Trees Stay on Római, which gathers
experts and civil society organizations. Following a temporary retreat, at the beginning
of 2016 the municipality once again started the design of the mobile flood defense line on
Római-part. Besides cooperating with our professional allies, this time we were planning
to organize resistance through community organizing methods, by primarily building on
the population of 55,000 affected by the issue of flood protection on Római-part.
As part of our multi-faceted advocacy activities, we consider one of our most important
tasks to provide the affected population with objective information about the municipality’s plans and the alternative we support, that is, the Nánási út main defense line. We use
a variety of tools for providing information and recruitment, of which we would like to
highlight our newspaper titled Hello Római - Lángos1 or Concrete as a success story. Two free,
local newspapers exist in the Római-part area, but they only publish articles supporting
the municipality’s plans. This is what we wanted to counterbalance with our own means.
The first issue of Hello Római - Lángos or Concrete reached the mailboxes of 15,000
affected households in June 2017. The paper was prepared with the involvement of local
residents and experts on a voluntary basis, both regarding the editorial and scriptwriting
tasks and the dissemination activities. The main motif behind the eight-page, A3-format
newspaper is the critique of the mobile dam to be constructed along the river bank. It
helps the affected population get a diversified picture of the issue. To quote a Csillaghegy
resident: ‘My neighbor is a true fan of having the mobile dam built along the bankline. His
opinion has not changed because of the newspaper, but for the first time we were able to
discuss the issue in a meaningful way and perhaps our positions got closer too.’

WE HAVE DONE IT

Objective informational material
has been published about flood
protection on Római-part, the city’s
plans, and the alternative main
defensive line at Nánási Street
Judit Schanz

LET THE TREES STAY ON RÓMAI

This is How We Organized
Budapest

From the very beginning, we were aware of the importance
of informing the affected population not just on the Internet
(through social media and newsletters), but in physical reality
as well. In addition to having a regular presence on the riverbank, distributing flyers and
conducting personal discussions, having our own newspaper filled a long felt need for
addressing the 55,000 inhabitants of the Csillaghegy riverbank area.
We started editing the newspaper for following the unfavorable (from our perspective
at least) decision by the General Assembly of Budapest in April 2017. One of her activist
fellows raised, once again, what several of us had already formulated: ‘Let’s have our own

Picture 7: The newspaper. Source: Facebook.

A

t the end of 2012, the Municipality of Budapest started the design of a mobile flood
protection wall that would be devastating to the environment and also risky as far
as flood protection is concerned. The location was Római-part (Roman Riverbank), the last

1 Hungarian deep fried flat bread
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newspaper. Let’s not have the locals get their information from the municipal newspaper
which is far from being objective.’ Among the many ideas that came out of the strategic group meeting, this was one that sufficiently fired up the community. As a result, 18
weeks later the plan became reality.
Two local activists were the engine behind preparing the newspaper. They managed to
involve their fellows into performing specific tasks such as selecting photos, proofreading
texts, writing articles, preparing mini interviews or coming up with the title ‘Hello Római
– Lángos or Concrete’. They also succeeded in involving their peers into the distribution,
which was done with special care: the 15,000 issues of the paper were put into mailboxes
by local activists one by one, and only a small part of them were distributed at our signature desk on the riverbank and with the help of local catering units.
On the cover, citizens fighting for Római-part are shown alongside a call to join. The article
makes it clear that although there are several groups, NGOs and Facebook groups working
together in parallel, they work for the Római in unity, and the newspaper is also a joint effort.
The professional content comes from knowledgeable local engineers and independent
experts. The articles strive to present the subject in its full professional complexity, but
also put great emphasis on clarity – helping understanding with clear wording, highlighted key ideas and figures. The utilization of already existing expert materials in an edited
form, and the preparation of new ones, were made smooth by the contacts built in previous months with experts of the subject coming from different professional backgrounds.
The paper is made more easily readable by some articles of a lighter nature which belong
to the so-called ‘Lángos’ subject area.
At the end of May, some of the editors and authors of a nearly complete newspaper
participated in a public editorial roundtable discussion during a Római-part event organized in the framework of the Citizen Participation Week. During the discussions new
ideas emerged which were partially included in the second issue. Furthermore, some of
the listeners joined the newspaper’s working group.
‘Hello Római – Lángos or Concrete’ made its debut at the June meeting of the General
Assembly of Budapest in the form of a smaller performance (we distributed copies of the
paper to the members of the General Assembly and the audience in the hall), but unfortunately did not manage to influence the decision of the Members.
The online distribution of the paper - and the motivation of the editors and the entire
community - was boosted by an article that appeared on one of the online news portals
in July. The article used superlatives to describe the newspaper: ‘The editors, who are all
members of civil society groups, have put together a paper that is both informative and
enjoyable as a magazine - a real reading experience.’
For the second issue, several 100,000 HUF have been raised from public donations in
a few weeks’ time.

Issues Won

WE HAVE DONE IT

People on workfare in Tiszavasvári had
a chance to get through their personal
decision regarding their employment
Ferenc Horváth

‘LET’S MAKE PROGRESS’ GROUP

Picture 8: Preparations. Source: ‘Let’s Make Progress’ Group.

I

n early July 2017, the representative of the local workfare employer and several people
on workfare contacted us saying that workfare workers performing road maintenance were posted by the Employment Department of the Szabolcs-Szatmár-Bereg County
Government Agency job (commonly known as the local job center) to Profit Food Ltd. The
workers did not want to go as the poultry processing plant had a very bad reputation among
local residents, but had they decided not to start working there, they would have lost their
workfare employment altogether. That would have meant being excluded from the registry
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of jobseekers for three months, which would have left them without any sort of income.
Thanks to the intervention of the ‘Let’s Make Progress’ Group, they could keep their jobs
at the local workfare employer, but further steps are required to resolve the legal situation.
Our ultimate goal is fairly paid work performed in dignified circumstances.

This is How We Organized

Issues Won

WE HAVE DONE IT

A pedestrian crossing is set to be built
at the corner of Vasút Row and Ady
Endre Street

Tiszavasvári

Having discussed with the ‘Let’s Make Progress’ Group what
to do, on July 10, 2017 we decided to involve a person with
skills in professional video-making and journalism and make
an appearance at the compulsory information event for workfare workers at the Meeting
Place (Community Center of Tiszavasvári), representing the interests of people on workfare as far as we can.
We arrived at the venue an hour ahead of the meeting and talked to the workfare
workers about their personal circumstances, trying to come up with arguments for them
to use during the information event. Several of our members contributed to organizing
the discussion, but since they were afraid of potential retaliatory action from local agencies, we did not record them on video.
When the information event was started, they did not want to let us in, but when we
asked the head of the job center why exactly we could not be present, he softened and
only asked that we did not to show his face. We agreed. We made a video on the event and
our role titled ‘Does the opinion of 50 Tiszavasvári workfare workers count?’
Thanks to our unified legal-based approach, the well-prepared workfare workers and
the fact that we did not shy away from organizing demonstrations in front of the job
center and the poultry processing plant, none of the workers ended up having to work in
the business sector. The HR person of Profit Food Ltd. wrote, on the recruitment sheet of
the workers, things like ‘vacancy has been filled’, ‘unfit for job’ or ‘medically unfit’. Moreover, the last 10-15 workers turning up for the mandatory event were only asked by the
security guard whether any of them wanted to work there, because if not, they would
only have to hand over their documents and would automatically be registered as ‘unfit
for job’, which means that they can keep their current jobs at the workfare employer.
Two weeks later, on September 6, 2017, the National Food Chain Safety Office shut
down the plant of Profit Food Ltd., due to severe technological shortcomings. So the workfare workers were right claiming that the plant was an inadequate workplace.
When we discussed the case, we came to the conclusion that although putting pressure
on decision-makers proved to be effective, the problem has not been resolved for good,
only this particular issue.

Ágnes Szép-Magyar

CIVILKALÁSZ

Picture 9: I’m interested because we live here. Source: CivilKalász.

L

ocal Budakalász residents living nearby the local suburban railway station, as well as
travelers, have long wished for a solution to make pedestrian crossing at the corner
of Ady Endre Street and Vasút Row more secure. This intersection connects the town’s
hillside area with public transport. Many people use it to go to school or kindergarten,
because both are situated nearby, and there is also a Catholic church on the corner.
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Issues Won

We looked into the question and found out that the road section in question indeed
belongs to the Hungarian Public Road Non-profit PLC and the local government is not the
road’s operator. On November 7 we sent a letter to the Pest County Directorate of Hungarian Public Road Non-profit PLC, requesting the establishment of a pedestrian crossing at
the location in question. We justified our request, and even the kindergarten and school
leaderships supported the initiative (which they indicated on our request, authenticated
by their signatures).
We would have liked to achieve our goal in cooperation with the Municipal Government of Budakalász, so we contacted them in person, handing them the letter, along with
another one that we addressed to the Mayor, asking for his support. We managed to talk
to the head of the Urban Development Department who confirmed that the town wanted
a zebra crossing too, and they had written a letter to the road’s operator in the spring of
2016 but had not received an answer either. We hoped that our letter would lead us out of
this impasse, and we would soon achieve our goal.
As the local government was just about to renovate the surrounding pavements, we
asked them to hold on with the renovation at the given section until the location of the
zebra crossing was final, since it is likely that the crossing would not be exactly where the
current pavement is, so that particular section would have to be rebuilt. The proposal was
accepted. These were encouraging signs, and we were very much hopeful of quick results.
One of our members had a chance to talk to Mayor László Rogán in person on the spot
while he was paying a visit to see how the renovation was going. He categorically stated
that there would never be a zebra crossing built on Ady Endre Street. We did not understand the situation, as a few days before we had encountered a completely different attitude from the local government, so we hoped it was only a misunderstanding.
We received a reply to our request from the Hungarian Public Road Non-profit PLC
on December 21. It said they had no competence regarding the issue. Even though they
operate the road, and a permit is needed for the implementation, the related preparation,
planning, authorization and implementation are all local government tasks. The letter
also stated that the Municipal Government of Budakalász had been informed about this
back in May 2016, in a similarly detailed manner. We did not understand why this information had not been disclosed to us during the personal conversations.
We still have not received any official, written response to our request from the local
government.
At this point, we decided to write a new letter to the local government, but this time
complete with supporting signatures gathered from local residents that we hoped would
speed up the process. This letter was finally sent to the competent authorities on February
9, 2017, along with 194 signatures. In it, we described the answer we had received from

Motorists ignore pedestrians, and if they approach the junction as fast as they usually
do, they cannot even see the latter in time, because there is an almost 90 degree curve in
the road. During peak times there is a great deal of car traffic and it takes a lot of waiting
before there occurs a gap when nobody comes and one can scurry through. When the
suburban railway trains arrive and the gates go down, pedestrian crossing becomes
somewhat easier, but even then you have to wait for the cars to fill up to the corner, as not
even then do drivers stop to allow pedestrians to cross.
It has been raised many times at many different places that at least a zebra crossing
should be painted on the road here, indicating to drivers that there is pedestrian traffic
going on. On the other side of the rails there is a zebra crossing, so the request for one to be
painted here as well does not seem to be unreasonably difficult to satisfy. Several people
have tried to find out on their own why there is no zebra crossing here and how to get one.
Unfortunately, none of them have succeeded.
In the spring of 2016, deputy mayor Mrs. Tiborné Ercsenyi held an extraordinary
parents’ meeting in the Vasúti Row Kindergarten to discuss the kindergarten’s planned
closure and renovation. When asked by a parent, Mrs. Ercsenyi promised that a zebra
crossing would be in place at the intersection in six months’ time. Unfortunately, this has
remained just a promise. Half a year later, still nothing has been done about the issue.
Even though the zebra crossing has not been built yet, there has been one positive
development compared to the initial situation. The city allocated HUF 1 million for the
zebra crossing in its 2017 budget and commissioned a designer to conduct the licensing
process. Our collecting signatures and talking to many different people about the problem
and the dangerous traffic situation have come to fruition. Walking in the area we notice,
day by day, that drivers have become more attentive. They stop and allow both children
and adults to cross more often than before.

This is How We Organized
Budakalász

When the CivilKalász group was formed at the end of September
2016, we thought this would be the first issue we would like to see
resolved.
In our introductory letter to the mayor we indicated that this was among the issues we
would like to deal with. In his reply the mayor wrote that, in agreement with us, the local
government had contacted the Hungarian Public Road Non-profit PLC in October 2016
and requested the establishment of a zebra crossing at the Ady Endre Street – Vasút Row
intersection.
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the Hungarian Public Road Non-profit PLC, and asked what steps had been taken and by
when the zebra crossing was expected to be in place.
On 22nd of the same month, we already had the answer. We learned that on April 5,
2016, they approached the Hungarian Public Road Non-profit PLC and commissioned a
traffic engineer to carry out the process. In the 2017 budget, funds were allotted for the
implementation. That was very encouraging. We finally felt that we could indeed reach
our goal. However, the letter went on to say that the authorities would only authorize
the zebra crossing with traffic lights in place, which the local government did not want,
because it would hinder car traffic. Learning that was frustrating. ‘Why would drivers
have priority over pedestrians?’, the entirely legitimate question arose in us. Why does
not the local government protect the party that is more defenseless? Why does it prioritize the interests of motorists, who have enjoyed an advantage and used it too when they
did not allow pedestrians to cross the road in accordance with the rules?
Nevertheless, we looked into the applicable legislation and found that a zebra crossing
can be designed in a way to conform to the rules, without having to be equipped with traffic lights. According to the technical specifications, a pedestrian crossing can be designated at a distance of 30 meters from the rail that is closer to it, with 50 meters of preliminary
visibility secured. In this case, both conditions could be met.
We included this information in our letter of March 13, 2017. This letter was not
answered either.
On April 7, a local resident who supported the zebra crossing also sent an email to the
local government and the priest of the local Catholic church. In it, she asked where the
issue of the crossing stood and urged the settlement of the matter while pointing out that
she was worried for her children. She shared the answers she had received with us. The
parson expressed his support for the zebra crossing. The response from the Urban Development Department of the Mayor’s Office revealed that they were looking into the option
of implementing the zebra crossing without having to establish a traffic lights junction.
If it had not been for this mother sharing their answer with us, we would have never
learned that, as the local government still has not provided us with any information.
On June 15, another school year ended without the zebra crossing being in place. We
were disappointed and we did not understand the situation. We wrote another letter to
the local government, asking them to inform us about the developments. On 6 July 2017,
we received a response in which the local government official in charge explained that
the pedestrian crossing is pending authorization.

Issues Won

WE HAVE DONE IT

A public dialogue on urban
development ideas has been started
Ágnes Molnár

NATIVE GROUP - GREEN DEBRECEN

Picture 10: Forum. Source: Facebook

I

n Debrecen, new investments and developments are mostly implemented without
consulting with the population. Compulsory consultations are typically advertised
on the city’s online and offline surfaces in a hidden manner. According to the young
people in the Native Group, new investments generally ignore sustainability considerations and green solutions, and preference is given to paving blocks over increasing
green spaces. One of the reasons why transparency and participation are of particular
importance is because by 2020, 200 billion HUF are to be invested in Debrecen within
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political parties contacted us and we lost some of our partners. Due to the general disappointment, the group changed strategy and decided to focus on smaller issues. This is how
the following came to focus:
• The issue of the green toad: for several years their exit from the Tükör Lake has
been made possible by stepping stones, but these stones have been damaged and
displaced over the years. This was an issue of a smaller scale that the group has
managed to resolve. We pointed out the problem to the Green Area Department
and the person in charge, who had the stones put back into place.
• The issue of the tree in front of Debrecen’s main train station: we entered the tree to a
photo contest, and our story reached the media. This drew the attention of the local
elected member who presented the issue of the old oak tree to be felled before the
city’s general assembly.
• Golden Triangle: The Golden Triangle Area is a currently privately owned green area
where local residents have prevented development on two occasions. This year
the area got into the limelight again. This time they are planning a three-function
development (supermarket, fast food restaurant and something else). We wanted
to find out what the locals thought about the project, so we organized a picnic and
conducted a poll in the area. As of today, 60 people have answered our questions.
The project is scheduled to begin in September.
• Community Garden: The Green City Program is an EU project that is being implemented in six of the city’s neighborhoods. In the original plans there were community gardens to be created for each of those neighborhoods. The group welcomed
this idea, but later it turned out that possibly none of the gardens would be implemented. Due to our continuous lobbying over a period of almost 6 months, we have
managed to make the Head Gardener agree to establish community gardens at two
locations. We organized a separate event on this issue, where experts with experience in the area of community gardens gave presentations. In addition, in one of the
areas concerned (Vénkert) we engaged in door knocking whereby we visited 200
households and talked to 70 people.

the framework of the New Phoenix Plan. At the occasion of the Green Capital of Europe
program, this year we have managed to start a dialogue between decision-makers and
local residents.

This is How We Organized
Debrecen

In August 2016, at our first Green Working Group meeting we
set ourselves the goal of Debrecen becoming the Green Capital of Europe. In order for a city to get this title, it must meet
a 12-point system of criteria. We decided to start off by organizing a series of semi-annual forums to strengthen the dialogue between decision-makers and local residents.
In order for the forums to be implemented in a democratic framework, we attended
moderator training which allowed us to get down to organizing forums in a more
conscious way. We set a goal for each forum, created a screenplay and assigned roles.
We managed to have four decision-makers come to our forums, and we asked them to
introduce their fields and the related future investments and developments. The four
decision-makers were: Deputy Mayor Lajos Barcsa, Head Gardener András Kuhn, Chief
Architect Tibor China, and Head of the Department for Green Area Management Réka
Bodnár. On average, 30-60 local residents attended and actively raised questions at the
events. Prior to each event, we conducted surveys in the given area so that the members
of our group would be well prepared. In this way, over time a working group was formed
of our members who prepared for the events with questions. The media coverage of the
events was satisfactory.
Contacting decision-makers started out in a promising way, but this only lasted until we
indicated more general issue areas when inviting them, instead of asking them about specific investments. For after Réka Bodnár’s presentation we decided to go into a more specific
area, choosing the reconstruction of Dósa Nádor Square as the topic – especially because the
architectural design competition was still in progress, which could have meant an appropriate entry point for local residents. From this point onwards, no decision-makers were
delegated to our events. Hence, we had to choose another method. Instead of organizing
forums we decided to go with the world café method, whereby we collected comments,
suggestions and questions from those present and then forwarded them to the press and
relevant departments as an open letter.
Due to these steps and some local media appearances, the local government identified
us as political actors and denied any further cooperation. The representatives of minor

Over the past year, our group met on a weekly basis, organized seven events and has
developed both in terms of dividing tasks and tactics (freedom of information requests,
infographics, door knocking, open letters, demonstrations, etc.). All of this led to the creation of one of Native’s most active working groups. Despite the process they have experienced and the local government’s withdrawal and defensive mechanisms, the members
of this group firmly want to achieve genuine results.
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which meant an average speed of 32 km/h. In recent years, the journey time has grown
almost every year. For this reason, the traveling public has been reluctant to travel by
train, giving preference to transport by bus and car instead. Today, the bus service between
Mátészalka and Nyíregyháza already uses the highway, which allows for a travel time of
60 minutes. Using the M3 highway, by car the 53 km journey takes around 40 minutes.
As a result of the change achieved, journey time on the Mátészalka-Nyíregyháza railway line is now less than it was in 1943. MÁV has finally adjusted the timetable to the
renovated condition of the single track railway.
According to our calculations, travel time on the Mátészalka-Nyíregyháza line has
decreased by 9.66 minutes on average, which means a 9% reduction. The fastest train now
reaches Nyíregyháza in 95 minutes.
On the Nyíregyháza-Mátészalka line, journey time has decreased by approximately
6.75 minutes, which means a 6% decrease. The fastest train now reaches Mátészalka in
91 minutes.

WE HAVE DONE IT

MÁV (the Hungarian Railway
Company) has optimized the railway
timetable for the Mátészalka –
Nyíregyháza line. Travel time has
decreased by 10 percent
Levente Lintényi

This is How We Organized

MÁTÉSZALKALEAKS

Nyíregyháza

While conducting networking conversations two years ago, it
turned out that long travel times posed a problem for the traveling public. For this reason, people were more and more reluctant
to travel on this railroad. Together with those affected, we decided to move every stone to
make MÁV make improvements and increase the speed of the trains, as well as optimize
the current timetable.
For almost two years, we continuously filed freedom of information requests to obtain
data about the Mátészalka-Nyíregyháza railroad section, for example about how much
MÁV plans to allocate for the renovation. Several news articles have been written about
how the remaining traveling public would welcome the modernization of the railroad
section and the optimization of the timetable. The issue has also been raised in the
Szabolcs-Szatmár-Bereg County General Assembly.
Our members have carried out substantial research, which has resulted in us coming
across two archive documents of interest.
The first one was an 1898 issue of Budapesti Hírlap (Budapest News), which discussed
the fact that the Minister of Commerce had raised traveling speed on the line to 35 km/h.
The second one was a 1943 railway timetable which showed that during World War II
journey time on the Mátészalka-Nyíregyháza line was less than today, since while today
the traveling public should expect a 108-minute journey time, in those times it only took
99 minutes for trains to cover the same distance.

Picture 11: Internet meme. Source: Mateszalkaleaks.blog.hu (Captions: Average speed by bicycle
on road if cyclist is sufficiently fit: 40-50 km/h. Average speed of BZMOT train between
Nyíregyháza and Mátészalka: 32 km/h).

M

átészalka is Szabolcs-Szatmár-Bereg County’s second-largest city to Nyíregyháza,
the county seat.
The long travel time on the Mátészalka-Nyíregyháza railway line has long been a problem for the traveling public. The train used to cover the 58 km distance in 108 minutes,
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Over the past two years, our group has made a number of great memes, which were
meant to astonish the general public of the county and draw attention from decision-makers. (They are available here: meme 1, meme 2, meme 3)
We launched a well-structured media campaign that reached the response threshold
of national media.
The issue of railway transport between Mátészalka-Nyíregyháza was discussed on the
ATV program ‘Forum’.
Several popular online portals have also dealt with the matter. (Index, Management
Forum, SZON, Indóház Railway Magazine, MTI Press Service, Magyar Nemzet).
Due to our intervention, the railway company has allocated 156,860,120 HUF for maintenance and development of this railroad section in 2017. No month passed without us
bombarding the train company with letters, calling their attention to the fact that this
railroad section is worth a better future and requires renovation and the optimization
of timetables. Since we are talking about a single track line, trains often had to wait 20
minutes for another train coming from the opposite direction. It also happened that due
to the renovation works trains could not go slowly enough to meet the timetable, and
arrived at the next station 8 minutes early. This meant that the train had to wait for 18
minutes, since it would have had to wait for 10 minutes anyway. MÁV did not perceive the
problem, and we had to call their attention to the fact that the condition of the track would
allow for reducing the journey time.
The large number of letters, the freedom of information requests by those affected, and
the national media coverage have come to fruition: as of April 1, 2017, MÁV has modified
the timetable of the Mátészalka-Nyíregyháza railway line.

Issues Won

WE HAVE DONE IT

The spa of Kiskunmajsa has stopped
discriminating
Anna Kiss

SZEGED LGBT COMMUNITY GROUP

Picture 13: Wellness pool and aquapark. Source: the spa’s website.

E

ven a single letter may prove to be enough if there is a human rights defender organization that is on standby and can react quickly if such a case occurs.
We first learned from the consumer protection blog Tékozló Homár (Squandering
Lobster) and then heard from a girl living in Kecskemét that the price list on exhibit at
the cashier’s desk in the Jonathermal Spa, Wellness Spa and Aquapark in Kiskunmajsa
discriminated against rainbow families. We checked the conditions for using the family
ticket on the spa’s website and we found the following: ‘Eligible for family ticket are 2
adults (male and female who are spouses or domestic partners) + 1 child (from the relationship of the spouses and domestic partners).”
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Based on this, we established that the spa’s ticket selling practice discriminates not only
against same-sex foster parents and their children, but also against different sex spouses
or partners raising adopted children. It was clear, therefore, that the spa had violated the
requirements laid down by the law on equal treatment (Act CXXV of 2013 on Equal Treatment) in several places.

Issues Won

WE HAVE DONE IT

The footpath along the football fields
is staying open

This is How We Organized

Ágnes Szép-Magyar
To address the infringement, our organization wrote a letter to the
management of the spa and requested that the price list and the
Kiskunmajsa
discount scheme be adjusted to the applicable legislation as soon
as possible. (Our letter can also be found on the Tékozló Homár blog.) The spa fulfilled the
request within three days, and made available - this time with the diversity of families on
mind - multiple types of family tickets with a variety of options. The price list is accessible
on the spa’s website.

CIVILKALÁSZ

Picture 15: Picnic on the lakeside. Source: CivilKalász
Picture 14: A section of the modified price list. Source: www.jonathermal.hu.

O

n March 14, 2017, fence posts were installed in concrete at the start of a walkway
leading to the local shopping center in Budakalász. We had received the information
that the local government and the Budakalász Workers’ Sport Association (BMSE) were
planning to close this pavement section. The walkway leads alongside BMSE’s football
fields. BMSE have received a permanent lease for the area from the local government
without having to pay a rent. The transit traffic disturbs them, so they were planning
to close the path down. According to them, more and more instances of vandalism have
recently occurred on the fields, and one of the kids training there has even been attacked
by a dog.

A couple of news portals have reported on our small victory, and the group celebrated and
put down the easily achieved modification as a great success because it has brought, into
the lives of those affected, real change that is also financially measurable.
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It is important to note that the area where the football fields are located used to function
as a public park on the shore of Lake Omszki. First, a large football field was built in the area,
and then more recently a field with artificial grass was created along with another - at first
sandy and then grassy - one. The fields are fenced off, with the concrete walkaway in the
middle remaining in place. Taking the walkway is the easiest way to reach the shopping
center near Road 11 on foot or by bicycle from the direction of the residential areas.
We were trying to get information at different forums, trying to find out when and on
what terms they were planning to close the walkaway. We asked for clarification from
the local government over the phone the same day, and we contacted BMSE’s manager by
email. During the following days we contacted the local government and the person in
charge of the area in person and in writing. We learned from the local government that
the closure would happen within weeks and pedestrians and cyclists would be able to
reach the shopping center by the sports hall at the other end of the lake. No concrete pavement was planned for that route. No investment was planned in this regard. The fence
was going to be built by the sports club. We had been unable to contact BMSE at that point.
The proposed alternative for pedestrian traffic was unacceptable. In addition to the
distance being longer, there was no pavement in place along the entire section. After passing
by the sports hall one can only carry on walking on the grass or through the parking area
of the shopping center. As no dogs are allowed in the remaining part of the park, with a dog
one could only cover what used to be a distance of 290 meters with a detour of 1500 meters.
According to the local government and BMSE, the new path is ‘only’ 150 meters longer, which
is an increase of over 50%. According to our measurements, however, in this way the distance
to cover would be about 600 meters, which is twice as long as the old path used to be.
At the end of April we managed to sit down to talk to BMSE’s president about the issue.
We parted ways with the understanding that our arguments have gotten through to him
and he was no longer willing to close the path for traffic by locals.

This is How We Organized
Budakalász

We shared the news of the closure with our sympathizers on
our Facebook page. We started gathering information about the
closure. We made more reasonable recommendations to resolve
the problem. Early in April, we launched a letter campaign in which we asked both the
local government and the BMSE sports club not to close the path, at least until the roundabout route could be used safely. Since it was not clear who was competent to make a decision in this regard, the letters were addressed to both the local government and BMSE.
The local government is the owner of the site, BMSE is the user. We have made a number
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of recommendations as to how the path could be made accessible by local residents in a
way to make it safe for the sports club as well. For example, we suggested that they install
gates that would be open during the busy daytime period only. We also suggested that
public safety officials should visit area more often to prevent acts of vandalism. Another
recommendation of ours was the reinforcement of the fencing around the fields, and the
building of another pavement of a similar length behind the fields so that residents would
have to make a shorter detour.
We sent our recommendations to the local government and the person in charge of the
area. On our Facebook page we informed residents about the planned closure and encouraged them to participate in the letter campaign. A total of approx. 100 signed letters were
returned to us, and we forwarded 70 of them to the local government. We did not send the
rest because by then our campaign had reached its goal.
We shared the letter on our Facebook page in a printable format and contacted potential signatories in person as well. Our Lakeside Picnic event held on April 22 was a great
opportunity for doing that, as the venue was very close to the site of the closure.
On the walkway to be closed, we collected supporters and counted pedestrian traffic
on two occasions.
We sent out the sample letter to our sympathizers through our mailing list. Naturally,
we also encouraged people to contact those in charge and explain our stance to them in
their own words, either over the phone or in writing, or even in person. To assist with
that process, we again shared the contact details of those in charge on our Facebook page.
Several people indicated that they had sent their own version of the letter instead of the
sample provided.
Although we have received no official response from the city administration to our
action, we can still regard it as successful, because after negotiating with the president of
the sports club, the sports club dispensed with its intention to close the path. He had said
to us that he would not have thought the closure would upset people so much, and that
many people had contacted him regarding the issue. Hence, our campaign can be considered successful in all respects.
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Community Leadership

I

n recent years, CCF has held community leadership training for dozens of civil activists who have played an active role in their groups, and, having acquired a basic
knowledge in community organizing, are now able to do so even more effectively. They
are delegated to the 24-hour training by their groups and the community organizers in
order to represent their groups and take home knowledge to build their communities.
They are the ones who credibly represent the group’s goals towards the membership,
and especially newcomers. At the same time, they are capable of representing the group
before the public, win supporters and allies to achieve the group’s goals, and motivate the
group to put time and energy into reaching their common goals.
The foregoing has given a sense of what kind of leadership, or management model
rather, we consider important to apply in our programs. It is a community oriented leadership that does not specifically focus on individual skills and excellence, but on having
members of the community take responsibility, put energy into making the group work,
assign goals and organize work together.
According to Ronald A. Heifetz1, the most important task for leaders is to mobilize
others. They motivate others to reach important societal changes for the community and
to perform the actions that lead to them. ‘So, we ought to focus on leadership as an activity - the activity of a citizen from any walk of life mobilizing people to do something. (…) …
a leader is more likely to produce socially useful outcomes by setting goals that meet the
needs of both the leader and followers.’ (2016, p. 99) In our communities, leadership means
that a group of people organize and guide the action of community members in order to
effectively progress towards winning the issues that they have identified together. And
because these processes are rather complex and require a variety of skills, knowledge and
attitudes, the group needs not just one leader, but several leaders who complement each
other’s work. They undertake various tasks and use various means to motivate others to
perform different tasks.
Every group needs leaders who are able to stand before the public and present the
community’s problems and goals in an inspiring way, capable of drawing the attention
of the wider public to the significance of a given issue and thus of winning over new
members and supporters. With their credibility, and by having a vision of the future and
the desired changes, they are able to give others a push.
In addition to those who have a vision, leaders are needed who are able to break down
an issue to the various individuals and groups of interests involved, and to imagine what
steps the community could take to achieve a given goal – as well as how those having
an opposite interest would react to those moves. They are the strategists who can map

3
Building a Community
Oriented Leadership
– Community Leadership
in Community Organizing

1 Ronald A. Heifetz: Értékek a vezetésben (In.: A hatalom társadalma, vagy a társadalom hatalma?
A közösségszervezés alapjai. Szerk.: Sebály Bernadett és Vojtonovszki Bálint. Napvilág Kiadó, Humán
Platform, CCF. 2016; 87-110. old.)
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out what roles could be played in a process to enforce the community’s interests and can
outline different paths along the steps of different stakeholders.
There is also a need for those leaders who build the community: they notice if someone cannot make their voice heard in the community, are shy to share their opinion
within the group or appear stay away increasingly often. They are the ones who in such
a situation ask the given person how they feel and what kind of help they need. Or
they simply recognize that people feel better in the group if they do not have to attend
meetings when they are hungry and tired, and so arrange coffee and snacks to await
group members on their arrival. At the same time, they pay attention not to have group
members oppress each other, but respect each other and be able to cooperate effectively.
These values a
 re closely linked not only to the community, but also to the idea of democracy in general.
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Furthermore, it is also the primary interest of groups to have two other types of actors
among their leaders: those, on the one hand, who can concentrate on the details of different
processes, coordinate and direct actions, assign tasks and make people report on them. On
the other hand, there is another leadership type with a similar supervisory role: leaders
who are able to make sure that the core values of the group are not diluted when it comes to
strategy building or planning everyday activities, and that all actions are consistent with
the more distant goals and values identified

by the group at the beginning of its operation.
As the above suggest, in community organizing processes community-oriented leadership always focuses on teamwork and the effective pursuit of goals, whereby active
members assume roles based on their qualities (with roles changing as needed). The leader, therefore, is not a person, but several persons who form the active guiding core of the
community.
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Community Leadership as Seen by the Organizer

W

e asked the community organizers working with us about the realizations they
have had in connection with community leadership during their work. In the
following interview they talk about their experiences, their methods and their practice.

CCF: What do you think about community leadership?
Balázs Horváth-Kertész, Civil Kotta Szentendre: A leader in community
organizing is someone who is able to motivate and unite the community.
Community leaders organize meetings, negotiate, provide indispensable
information, and guide the people who have gathered / have been gathered
around them. Good local leaders can be found on the basis of their activity.
Kiss Anna, Szeged LGBT Community Group: Leader-type people are decisive in the life of an organization because they have a prominent role in
organizational development. They are able to involve sympathizers in the
organization’s work and utilize their personal contacts to pursue organizational goals, and in the ideal case they are also able to share their knowledge with the members of the group.
Judit Schanz, Let the Trees Stay on Római: Our community leaders are people
who are recognized by the community, stand out in terms of the work they
put into dealing with issues, and are able to judge an issue on the strategic
level and see processes in their entirety. Another key quality of theirs is that
they are - despite the fact that they differ in so many ways - all pronouncedly
integrative, positive individuals who are able to motivate the people around them, settle them
down if necessary, or, on the contrary, fire them up. Based on their various competences, they
are most active in different areas (building and maintaining personal contacts and channeling them into processes, strategic thinking, writing, organizing tasks, etc.), and thus they see
through and supervise the entire process of enforcing the interests of the community.

4
Why Community
Organizers Consider
Community Leadership
Important

CCF: Would you describe such a ‘community leader’ so we better understand it?
Ágnes Szép-Magyar, CivilKalász: they put their heart and soul into the
group’s activities. They nurture a lot of contacts so they are the ones who
receive information from different places and know who to contact at the
local government - and most of the time know them in person too. They
are not shy to put a poster on their door or have their picture appear on
the cover of the first issue of our newspaper.
They always have a sense of where we can contribute something positive to the life of
the town. Their caring disposition has a positive effect on the entire group.
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Imola Kapitány, Mosaic Association: She immediately understood the essence
of working in a group and felt that this way we have a greater chance of
achieving results and helping families who cannot cope with autism-related problems or the state bureaucracy. When we started our work, he was
primarily concerned with more general goals, in particular with the shaping of attitudes. The training course in Kunbábony and the achievements of the group have
refined that, and now we are clearly on the same page in terms of goals.
Ágnes Molnár, Native: He has been a member of Native from the very
beginning. We were in the same year at university. He was very active
and the fact that he started to contribute to the operation of the group
very early on was not only due to our being on friendly terms, but also his
interest in the activities. Very early on, he developed a clear understanding of what community organizing is about, so as soon as we had the opportunity to delegate people to a so-called ECOS training, he immediately came to my mind as a potential
candidate. As the training proved to be very inspirational for him, I tried to motivate him
to participate in CCF’s US exchange program, which he did in spring/summer this year.
All of these have had such an impact on him that by now he has become a fundamental
partner of mine in organizing and reflecting on processes.
CCF: This sounds as if it was a really easy thing to do…
Anna Kiss: when it comes to finding leader-type people, we consider it important to keep
finding new opportunities for people to join the organization. It is worth reflecting on
what opportunities and scenarios for that exist within an organization. Of course, the
more opportunities we provide, the more likely new people will join, and the more likely they will be able to meet with people who are the leader type. In the Szeged LGBT
Community Group, for example, the following scenarios exist for a sympathizer to join
the organization:
1) Through a friend or following a networking conversation;
2) Through our website or newsletter;
3) On the spot, during a specific action or event (by filling in the membership application form);
4) Through joining a campaign (e.g. after completing a research questionnaire, following organizing meetings, etc.);
5) Following a training course (e.g. internship program).
It is important, therefore, to have as many options for joining the organization is possible,
because that is an effective way to find good community leaders.
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CCF: In what ways do you provide learning and development opportunities to leaders?
Mónika Bálint, Workfare Movement for the Future: The transfer of knowledge that can be obtained on community organizing has become part of the
group’s life. We regularly organize internal training courses on the subjects
of moderation, organizational structure, campaign planning, appearing/
speaking in the media, and recruitment, and now our more experienced
leaders are involved as trainers as well. When it comes to training new members, some of
the training tasks can be passed on to the leaders. The design, implementation and evaluation of retreats have also been done together with more experienced leaders.
Júlia Konkoly-Thege, The City is for All Pécs: Transcending our previous practice,
we are now trying not to simply delegate members to the training courses (on
moderation, group organization, media use, etc.) but organize them ourselves even just to brush up our knowledge - and make them available to the entire
membership. To this end, our allied members have attended the School of
Public Life Foundation’s training courses on ‘Media in advocacy’, ‘Group work’, ‘Moderation’,
‘Graphic Facilitation’ and ‘Community Mediation and Peacemaking Circles’. In this way, prior
to engaging in different actions they can get prepared for meeting with the media, initiating
networking and recruitment conversations at different events, and negotiating with decision
makers. Utilizing the knowledge obtained, we organized our own basic training course whereby we analyzed The City is for All’s internal operation and external system of contacts, as well
as our own strategy. Progress is also accelerated by the work itself, in which everyone has equal
opportunities to participate, with particular attention paid to those who, being members of
oppressed groups, have difficulties taking the initiative and lack self-confidence.
Anett Csordás, Make a Move So They Can Make a Move: In families with children with disabilities it is always the child’s health that comes first. For this
reason, in our case there is a higher risk of parents dropping out of the group
because of an illness. Our goal is, therefore, to have several leaders for each
of the communities working with us, with labor being divided among them.
In this way, we never encounter a situation in which there is no one to deal with matters.
We have held a 30-hour training for future community leaders where besides developing
skills for enforcing community interests, we also trained participants on self-knowledge,
leadership and conflict management. We have created a map of contacts and come up with
a strategy. During the training course, we jointly assessed their strengths and weaknesses
as leaders and helped them find their own self-interest in this work, as without it, no one
engages for the long run. We discussed problems and created a framework for corporation,
as well as a communication and conflict management framework, first with the core group
of leaders, and then with the rest of the community. We have regular meetings with leaders
where we concentrate on leadership work and cooperating with each other.
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then we cannot expect the people involved by us to be familiar with them either. The Szeged
LGBT Community Group maintains a training system open for everybody (internship
program) and, in parallel, a closed one (internal training program) with the purpose of effectively preparing its members and sympathizers to perform community duties.

Réka Makula, National Association of 21st Century Roma Women: During
the 3-day preparatory workshop for the group organized by CCF, they
acquired the skills that later proved to work for their advantage, such as
the concept of community organizing, communication, interviewing, and
planning, organizing and conducting events. Since many of them were
not familiar with the notions of discrimination, segregation, racism, etc., we spent meetings explaining these concepts and listening to their personal stories. In the past year,
we have attended, together with our associational members and community leaders, the
following training courses: fundraising techniques, media training, Roma representation,
Roma Ring (meeting of Roma community groups), and training active Roma women.
Anna Kiss: since we are talking about leaders, training them is indispensable. If leaders are not
fully familiar with the organization’s operation, rules, the issues and values it has embraced,

CCF: Balázs, you specifically build on leaders - you have linked up local leaders to form
a broader group.
Balázs Horváth-Kertész: Good local leaders can be found based on their activity. There were
several smaller self-organizing initiatives, signature collections, petitions and grass-roots
public forums organized in the city. I contacted the initiators of these forms of organizing
one by one. There were places where I got engaged in organizing to a greater extent, while
other times I provided strategic advice or engaged in coalition negotiations. Connecting local
leaders was an important step in strengthening local self-organization. The evaluation of
larger programs and the preparatory meetings of city-wide joint campaigns provided opportunities for meeting with each other so that local leaders would get to know each other more
and could exchange experiences. During our work together, more direct contacts between
the groups and their leaders developed. The common experiences created the need for regular weekly meetings. We created a kind of local leadership platform where, beyond common
strategic analysis, training courses could be held. The courses mostly prepared participants
for structuring and conducting meetings, and mobilizing and building the membership. The
success of local leadership training is demonstrated by the fact that, besides existing groups
growing stronger, groups that previously became inactive have been revived and new
groups have been launched. Leadership training is also a way of shaping attitudes. In traditional models the leader appears as a kind of superhero, which can be impressive, but it can
also be a huge burden and a situation can arise in which a single person works instead of the
whole group. We strive for ‘leaders’ to be a catalyst of intra-group cooperation. This requires
a conscious development of the culture of leadership, which can be realized in Szentendre
through the involvement of several leaders and their active participation.

INTERNSHIP PROGRAM AND INTERNAL
TRAINING COURSES
The permanent themes of the 3-month internship program are: basic concepts, the history and
statutes of the Szeged LGBT Community Group, the legal status of LGBTQI people in Hungary,
and the basics of community organizing. These constitute the knowledge that every member
of the group needs to acquire in order for us to work together effectively.
The system of internal training system can be visualized like this:

Introductory
Training

Communication
Skills 1

Communication
Skills 2
Training
Mentors 1

Training
Mentors 2
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Training
Mentors 3

The duration of internal training courses is usually three months, whereas the training of
mentors facilitating the training courses usually only takes two months. The curriculum of the
introductory training is more or less the same as that of the internship program. The themes of
the communication skills training are: (1) use of the organizational phone; correspondence and
using mailing accounts; editing forms; editing websites; Facebook communication; (2) newsletter; press invitation and press release; speaking in public speaking and press statement; media
strategy. This knowledge greatly enhances our members’ capacities and effectiveness.
Both the internship program and the internal training courses are advertised every three
months, so people can join them four times a year. The trainings involve a small number of
participants and they are interactive and have a flexible schedule, which basically means that
everybody has a chance to learn on a continuous basis.
Picture 16: Training program of the Szeged LGBT Community Group.
Source: Szeged LGBT Community Group
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Professional Support and Consultation

The Significance and Characteristics of Consultation
The Civil College Foundation (CCF) provides various types of professional support within
the framework of the program, including mentoring for participating community organizers which is primarily built on consultation. Mentoring and consultation is a common
practice in social help professions and CCF follows the existing international, primarily US,
practice of community organizing in this respect. This essentially means that the mentor
and the community organizer are in permanent contact, discussing, evaluating and planning the community organizing process at regular meetings. In addition, in urgent cases
the community organizer can immediately take advantage of their mentor’s assistance.
In the domestic practice, mentoring has further importance because in the process of
building a new approach and profession we are at a stage when continuous professional
support is essential for the fieldwork started. At the 40-hour basic training and national
meetings community organizers are given sufficient qualifications to begin and continue
their work, but since community organizing is a community-oriented profession, a stronger professional approach and a more profound and practical acquirement of the methods
is realized during the community organizing process.

5
CCF’s Role as
Professional Supporter
and Its Consulting
Practice

The Process
In the process of mentoring, one in-person (most of the time the mentor visits the organizer)
or online (Skype, Facebook, etc.) or telephone consultation is held per month for a minimum
of one hour (the duration can go up to even 90-120 minutes, depending on the needs of the
community organizer and the local situation). Furthermore, during the program period the
mentor is ready to assist the community organizer when so requested by phone or email.
To help the mentor’s work (as well), the community organizer prepares monthly plans
and weekly reports. Both are structured according to the key elements of the community organizing process: organization building, campaigns, in-person conversations / interview marathons, community leaders, formal or informal training of members, self-development and communication of the process. Obviously, when creating a monthly plan,
the community organizer calculates and plans how much time to devote to each working
phase. In the weekly report, the organizer briefly describes the progress made as well as
new developments regarding each activity. As for organization building, the focus is on
group meetings and the issues discussed there, community events, intragroup communication (e.g. mailing lists), the development of the database, and the creation of potential partnerships. The organizers also present the problems and issues they are working
on. In the campaign section, the community organizer needs to consider and describe
the progress made by the organization (group) in terms of planning - with the help of the
campaign planning table - and implementing campaigns and the tactics and actions to be
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taken. What meetings were held with allied organizations, and has an external expert
been contacted in person, over the phone or via Skype? Where does the research laying
the foundations of the campaign stand? An important element in this structure is the
training of leaders and members, to which continuous attention must be paid so that the
members of the group can formulate and represent their interests regarding an issue.
The self-development of the community organizer is also inevitable. In this section they
describe recently read literature, studies, articles or other reading related to the issue,
or in case they have attended some kind of external training, the applicability of what
they have learned there. Finally, the external communication of the process is taken into
account: what has been posted on the organization’s blog on Facebook, what news items
have appeared in the media about the process and events, etc. All this is complemented by
the attached documentation recently created.
Prior to the consultation, the mentor prepares on the basis of the monthly plan and
the weekly reports, and the documentation provided to them. They also orient themselves regarding the broader and narrower social, economic and political conditions that
characterize the given environment. During the latter they review the articles, studies
and documents available. During the community organizing process they follow media
appearances in relation to both the given context and the organization.
Consultation takes place on three levels: the professional, organizational and emotional
levels. It primarily happens in an individual (mentor/community organizer) framework,
but it also occurs in a group form (involving several community organizers, or several
community organizers and community leaders). A mentor usually has 4-5 community
organizers to supervise. During the first phase of the conversation the mentor asks the
organizer about their general emotional status, and then about recent developments.

Professional Support and Consultation

Then, they analyze developments occurring during the process together. While doing so,
the focus is on networking / recruitment conversations, that is, the status of the interview
marathon, the problems and issues that have emerged as a result, and people’s attitudes.
The other thread is constituted by questions around the development and functioning of
the organization, and the number and preparedness of members and community leaders.
Particular emphasis is placed on the democratic and efficient functioning of the organization and an overview of the techniques that promote it. A separate section is devoted to
a detailed discussion of the problems, dilemmas, difficulties, and conflicts arising among
people, and outlining potential solutions. During the other half of the consultation, the
status of the campaign and the discussion of next possible steps are discussed (rather obviously, since making adequate progress to win the chosen issue is subject to this). Finally,
the process and the organization’s communication are discussed (where, what and how
we have managed to reach the public).
The mentor is not an adviser, and it’s not our goal to tell the organizer what to do. Due
to their position, mentors are external observers, and this has both advantages and disadvantages. One disadvantage is that the mentor cannot perceive all the particular details
of the process, because it’s not them who works on the field or know all the members of
the organization - they just do not know about everything. By contrast, an advantage is
that as an external observer they can view the process from a distance, as if from above,
and perceive things that the organizer dealing with all the little threads of work might
not consider to be so emphasized or important. By pointing to these, or the less perceived
interconnections, they can open a new dimension in the organizer’s work. Undoubtedly, the mentor is a helper who, due to their knowledge and experience, can easily find
themselves in a situation in which others look forward to their advice, expecting them

Training

Advanced training

Consultation

Summer University

Joint campaign

Study trips abroad

Retreat

One 5-day Basic training
course, 2x3-day community leadership training
courses, 2x1-day locally
organized training
courses were implemented, attended by around
100 people altogether.
Each group delegated 1-3
persons to the events.

Organized on a total of
4 occasions, with the
following themes: media,
fundraising, how local
governments work,
group history, and building contacts. Advanced
training courses were
held several times and
involved international
trainers.

Approximately 2 hours
per month involving
in-person evaluation,
planning, and preparation with each organizer.
Setting the agenda of
consultations is done
with the help of the
annual plan, the monthly
plans, and the weekly
reports.

Each year, organizers
have a chance to attend a
domestic and an international summer university.
Besides providing an
opportunity to learn and
exchange experiences,
the events also facilitate
domestic and international networking, and
the development of joint
projects.

Coordinated actions
during the Citizen Participation Week. In 2017,
the community organizers in the program organized 13 street actions,
public forums, and media
events during the week.
www.reszvetelhete.hu

Through CCF’s related
programs, each year
participants are provided
opportunities to attend
international programs,
experience exchanges,
and community organizing training courses, as
well as win small grants.

Each year community
organizers attend a
3-day meeting to assist
each other and evaluate
and plan their work.
As a result of the event,
participants often start
cooperating with each
other independently as
well.)
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to tell them what to do. This is exactly the trap that they have to avoid, because, due
to the above-mentioned disadvantages, they could be led astray. So one should always
keep the golden rule of consultation in mind: do not give advice, but make the organizer
realize what the most optimal move could possibly be in the given situation. The mentor
does not offer a solution, but tries to bring the ways of finding possible solutions to the
surface. Therefore, the mentor primarily asks questions during the consultation, mostly
open ended ones such as ‘Why do you think this step would be useful?’ Any question that
begins with ‘Why?’ greatly enhances the organizer’s thinking and helps them recognize
and formulate possible steps forward themselves.
Naturally, the mentor also brings up examples related to the given situation from their
own professional knowledge and experience, but they do so in a way to facilitate the organizer’s independent reflection on how to choose the adequate steps. It is important to encourage the organizer to take creative and innovative steps and search for unusual solutions, but
they also have to make sure that the organizer’s work is regular and systematic. Consultation can be regarded as a kind of training, as the mentor often recalls what has been said
at training courses, calling the organizer’s attention to the indispensable elements of the
community organizing process. Closely related to the training nature of the consultations
and the professional development of the organizer, the mentor occasionally recommends
professional literature, case studies, as well as participation in external training courses
where the organizer’s knowledge can be further developed. The effectiveness of consultation and the utilization of the contents of consultations are fundamentally influenced by the
personal relationship between the community organizer and the mentor: without mutual
consultation, trust, respect and partnership, consultations just will not be effective.

Summary
Community organizing is a reflective, and self-reflective, profession. This means that
community organizers themselves have to take account of their tasks independently, plan
ahead and evaluate what has been done, and make corrections if necessary. This is facilitated by monthly planning and the preparation of weekly reports. Reflectivity and external feedback are provided through the mentoring process, primarily through the consultations involved, and meeting with other community organizers at national meetings. So
beyond what has been said above, the purpose of consultations is to broaden the community organizer’s perspective, highlight new approaches, and place local problems and issues
into greater social contexts, sometimes even into a global perspective. The mentor’s job is
to encourage and praise the organizer, giving them confidence, inspiration and motivation.
The consultation is successful if both the community organizer and the mentor have
the feeling that there is enough ammunition, momentum, and strength to carry through
the coming weeks.
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Picture 18: The most important training and consultation elements applied by CCF. Source: CCF

Finally, who can be a mentor? A mentor must have a professional qualification and
many years of practical experience in social help professions, community organizing,
advocacy work and the fight for social justice in general. They have to be up-to-date
regarding the domestic and international professional literature. It is important that they
have basic pedagogical skills and knowledge, the ability to listen with understanding, as
well as the necessary empathy and patience. At the same time, they ought to be familiar
with domestic social processes, the main activities of related professions, and everyday
politics. From a practical aspect, they need to have completed basic training in community
organizing and must have at least two years of experience in community organizing and
community organizer training.
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Conclusions and Future Plans

he 2016-17 program period has, in many ways, been a step forward in building
community organizing in Hungary. In this publication we have mainly focused on
specific local success stories, but it is worth highlighting their context as well. In addition
to tangible strategies, tactics and actions, we need dedicated people to achieve success.
Behind every local or thematic process, constant group development work is underway, requiring tedious work ranging from networking, recruitment and engaging new
members, through devising and developing decision-making processes and bringing new
leaders into significant roles, to conflict management and finding solutions to problems
related to the group’s growth, or shrinking, which require meticulous work on the side
of the organizers and their groups. The very fact that most of the initiatives taking part
in the program evolve into genuinely cooperating groups, or result in significant group
development, is a huge result in itself. In addition - and particularly in relation to the
community organizing programs that have been going on for years - these groups have
often managed to become a factor of significance, capable of acting in relation to different
issues to protect their own base, and to react to hot issues swiftly and visibly. The attention and use of media are both clearly perceivable, even regarding the work performed in
connection with more recent initiatives.
The past year also gave an impetus to co-operation among organizers. We at CCF have
been constantly seeking to establish contact between organizers and their communities,
as well as their issues. We were glad to see that those processes started to develop on
their own as soon as autumn 2016. Since then, instances of different levels of cooperation
among the participants of the program and other community organizing programs have
been occurring with an increasing frequency. Thematic partnerships have begun to take
root as people started to invite, visit and teach each other. Concrete forms of expressing
solidarity with each other’s communities have appeared. In 2017 gatherings of seasoned
organizers became regular. In the wake of those meetings, today the national cooperation
frameworks and the opportunities for working together on broader national issues are
becoming increasingly evident.
The fact that we have managed to sustain and develop the international framework
of community organizing in Hungary has, again, given us a push forward. Several local
organizations have been given the opportunity to participate in our US-European experience exchange program. This program has made it possible for us to organize dozens of
domestic training sessions, workshops and consultations where our American colleagues
were present. We have launched a European organizing training program and had a
chance to contribute to the consolidation of the ECON (European Community Organizing
Network), through which we have created further training and development opportunities for Hungarian community organizers.

6
Conclusions
and Future Plans
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Promising processes have also begun in terms of supporting community organizing in
the Central-Eastern European region. Partly as a result of our Hungarian program and its
successes, the Open Society Initiative for Europe (OSIFE) has launched a grant program for
community organizing in Slovakia where fieldwork was recently started with seven fulltime community organizers. We hope that it will be possible to further extend this grant
program in the region. Our goal is to strengthen international cooperation between the
organizers and their groups, and promote working together independently of any kind of
frontiers.
We would like to thank the following partners for their cooperation and support:
Central and Eastern European Citizens Network (CEECN), Great Lakes Consortium for
International Training and Development, Open Society Initiative for Europe (OSIFE),
European Community Organizing Network (ECON), Hungarian Environmental Partnership Foundation, the members of our domestic community organizing coalition and, naturally, all our domestic and foreign community organizing partners and their groups; Tilos
Cultural Foundation (Szentendre), Life Tree Support Service Foundation (Debrecen), Kispesti Aranyház (Budapest) and Mosaic Public Benefit Association for People with Autism
(Dunaharaszti).
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List of Organizations Contributing to
This Publication
Civil College Foundation
The Civil College Foundation works for an open and just society, as well as
strong communities.
http://www.cka.hu/
The City is for All, Pécs
Our group was formed with the participation of homeless people and their
allies who are willing to act for a just social and economic system based on
equality and, as part of that objective, appropriate housing that is available
to all.
https://www.facebook.com/AVMPecs/about/
Civil Kotta (Civil Society Sheet Music)
Our organization is a self-organizing, fact-finding and problem-solving
group helping the citizens of Szentendre. Our goal is to promote cooperation among local groups and communities ready to stand up for their interests through supporting training and action targeting the preservation and
development of democratic values.
https://www.facebook.com/civilkotta/
CivilKalász
Our goal is to assist the creation and maintenance of a more livable town,
according to the needs of Budakalász residents. Of particular importance
to us are issues related to local transport (pedestrians and cyclists, especially near facilities for children), social and educational institutions, the
development and use of community spaces, and the preservation of our
environment.
Our group was established to provide civil society representation regarding
these issues and maintain active dialogue with municipal decision-makers.
https://www.facebook.com/civilkalasz/
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HALADJUNK CSOPORT
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Native Group - Green Debrecen
Native is a community of young people in Debrecen whose goal is to develop
social life in the city. We primarily want to promote cultural life, an environmentally conscious approach, and making our city more livable. We want
Debrecen to be a community of democratic, tolerant and green-minded citizens who are open towards each other and the world.
https://www.facebook.com/Nativ.Debrecen/

‘Let’s Make Progress’ Group, Tiszavasvári
Love, trust, openness, diversity, virtue. We are valuable! Democracy can be
learned! A good community can do wonders along those values!
https://www.facebook.com/haladjunk.aktivista.csoport/
Workfare Movement for the Future
The goal of our non-partisan group of unemployed people and people on
workfare is to improve the living conditions of workers in the workfare
program, enforce their workers’ and human rights, and achieve the introduction of a more just public employment policy in Hungary.
http://kozmunkasmozgalom.blog.hu/

LGBT Community Group, Szeged
We are a community organization that promotes the interests of lesbian,
gay, bisexual, transgender, queer and intersex (LMBTQI) people. Our main
goal is to create an inclusive atmosphere in Szeged in which all LMBTQI
persons can live without fear and come out with their identities.
http://szegedilmbt.hu/

Make a Move So That They Can Make a Move
Our association supports children with injury of the central nervous
system, and their families. We are working to have an adequate care system
in place in the country, to help families and children live in an ‘accessible’
environment, and to build a nationwide network for supporting parents
and organizing family programs.
https://lepjunkhogylephessenek.hu

National Association of 21st Century Roma Women
Our association is a nonprofit social organization that helps represent the
rights and social interests of Roma and non-Roma women, promoting their
public involvement and improving their families’ quality of life.
In addition, we aim to reduce prejudices against the Roma from the
majority population and support the integration of the Roma minority in
Hungary and in Europe. We seek and implement solutions to the social,
employment, business, health and education problems of the Roma.
https://21szromanok.simplesite.com

Let the Tress Stay on Római
The main objective of the Let the trees stay on RÓMAI group is to resolve
the issue of flood protection in the Római-part area of Budapest, which has
been delayed for decades. Through exerting strong public pressure, we
want to reach a solution that takes into account considerations of security,
sociology, the environment, and ecology.
https://fakaromain.hu
Mátészalkaleaks
Our group was primarily created to strengthen the local public sphere in
the town of Mátészalka, and to establish a core group in the community
that has an opinion about public affairs.
http://mateszalkaleaks.blog.hu/
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